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PROGRAM
Submitted in Compliance with

APPENDIX A to PART 40
TITLE 10 CODE of FEDERAL REGU1ATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to submit a detailed program in cornpliance
with Appendix A to 10 CFR 40 as published in the Federal Register, v.45,
p.65533, October 3,1930, for the disposition of byproduct material produced
during the in situ extraction and processing of uranium source material at the
C 111ns Draw Research and Development In Situ Uranium Mine and Process Plant.
Tl Cleveland-Clif fs Iron Company (Cleveland-Clif fs) is the manager and operator
of the Collins Draw Project for the Thunderbird Joint Venture. The research
prcject is authorized by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Source
Material License No. SUA-1352, by Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ) In Situ Research and Develoynent License No. 3RD, Wyoming DEQ Wastewater
Facility Pennit No. 79-682, and other permits and licenses, with Cleveland-Clif fs
as the licensee and permittee. The Collins Draw Project site is located in
southwest Campbell County, Wyoming, which is sparsely populated by livestock
ranchers. 'Ihe nearest community is located approximately 35 miles southwest
of the project in Natrona County.

OPERATIONS SUMMARY

A brief summary of the research in situ mine and process plant operation
follows to assist in evaluation of byproduct naterial generation and disposi-I tion. The Collins Draw R&D Project is a pilot uranium in situ leach mining
and solution processing test designed to evaluate-the technical viability and
the econanic feasibility of ext racting uranium from a mineralized wa ter-saturated
sandstone zone 450 feet below ground level with minimal surf ace disturbance,
groundwa ter impact, and byproduct material generation.

The in situ mine is composed of two well fields. The A-1 Well Field is approxi-

mately 1/4 acre in surface area, and the B Well Field is approximately 1 acre
in surface area. Preconditioning start-up of the A-1 Well Field pattern area
with wa ter injection and circulation began on Ma rch 10, 1980, and lixiviant
solution mining chemical injection started in A-1 on April 2,1980. The
solution mining of the A-1 Well Fiel(' was conducted until November 4,1980, at
which time groundwater restoration was initiated. Pre sen tly , the groundwater ,

quality is nearly restored in the A-1 Well Field mine zone.

Injection of lixiviant into the B Well Field began on November 4,1980, with
the transfer of mine chemicals from the A-1 Well Field. Mining was conducted'

I in the B Well Field until July 23, 1981, when the B Well Field was also placed
in the restoration mode. Restoration of the B Well Field is estimated to be
ccrnpleted in 1982.

A dilute ammonium carbonate and hydrogen peroxide and/or oxygen lixiviant has
been used to dissolve the uranium from the mineralized sandstone. The lixi-

viant was injected into the mineralized zone via wells at a maximum rate of
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100 gallons per minute, circuited through the mineralized zone and pumped out
of wells at the rate of injection. An essential test of the proposed well
field operation was to attempt to balance injection and production. There-

'

fore, no surplus water was intentionally injected or produced to require
byproduct wastewater treatment and disposal . From the well fields, the preg-
nant (uranium loaded) mining solution was pumped to the process plant for
uranium ext raction.

On entering the process plant, the pregnant mining solution is passed through
the production surge tank, is filtered to remove suspended solids, and thenI the solution is circuited through anion exchange resin columns (hereaf ter,

uranium extraction IX columns) which adsorb the uranium from solution. The
barren mining solution is filtered and recycled back to the well field for
reinjection.

A strong anmonium carbonate solution is used +o strip the uranium from the
uraniu= extraction IX columns. The uranium is precipitated fran the eluant

|with heat, producing a pure uranyl oxide as well as gaseous annonia and carbon
d io xide. The gases are recovered, condensed, and recycled to produce fresh
strip solution. The uranyl oxide is pumped from the precipitator to a settling
tank to increase liquid-solid separation prior to drying. The uranium is
dried in a rotary vacuum dryer heated by steam. The dried yellow cake product
is then drammed for storage and shipment. All water vapor and other gases
from the dryer are collected, recondensed, and used as process makeup water.

The unit ope-'tions in the plant have been batch-type operations which process
continuous f ed f rom the well field. The above-described batch uranium recovery
process is continuing during the groundwater restoration phase, however, at a
greatly decreased rate due to the decreasing concentrations of uranium in the
water from the mine zone.

Du ring the restoration phase, various wa ter treatuent techniq2es and alterna-
tives have been tested to restore the groundwater quality in the A-1 and
B Well Fields. At termination of solution mining in the A-1 Well Field, the
ammonium carbonate mining solutions were circuited through the uranium removal
IX columns and then injected into the B Well Fic1d. When the restoration

I solutions from the A Well Field became too dilute, for utilization in the
B Well Field, the restoration solution was circuited to a reverse ossosis (RO)
unit which produced a treated-restored water product which was returned to the
A-1 Well Field, and a reject strean couposed of a more concentrated ammonium
carbonate mining solution which was injected into the B Well Field. Later,

the reject strean wa s pamped to byproduct wastewater treatment.
-

I Another restoration method tested has involved circuiting well field water
through the uranium renoval IX col umns, and then through another set of ion
exchange resin columns which contain a resin t at adsorbs ammonium. The
ammonium removal LX columns are then stripped by a dilute hyd rochloric acid
solution; the eluant is neutralized, and then the eluant is pumped to the
byproduct wastewa ter treatment process.

Cu r ren tly , water from the well fields being restored is pumped through the
uranium renoval IX columns and then anmonia is air stripped from the wa ter by
ammonia stripping tubes, ans the stripped water is returned to the well fields.

I The annonia stripping tubes have been the most successful and ef ficient process
for removing ammonia from the groundwater in the mine zone.
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Applications have been submitted to the NRC for a license amendment to surf ace
discharge water during restoration ar.3 to the Wyoming DEQ to receive a surface
discharge permit in cmpliance with NPDES (National Pollutant Di charge Elimina-
tion System) criteria.

N0!aYPRODUCT WASTE GENERATION and DISPOSAL

As defined in Part 40.4, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 40.4),

" Byproduct Ma terial" means the tailings er wastes produced by the ex-
traction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed
primarily for its source material content, including discrete surf ace
wastes resulting from uranium solution extraction processes. Underground j

ore bodies depleted by such solution ext raction operations do not con- |
stitute " byproduct material" within this definition.

At the Collins Draw Project, not all of the wastes produced are " discrete
surf ace wastes resulting from solution extraction processes." This section of
the program briefly discusses the generation and disposal of the nonbyproduct
vaste naterials.

The uranium solution process plant has two restrooms which contain a total of
three washbasins, three toilets, and one shower. The lunchroom used by the
operating crew contains one kitchen sink. The domestic-type wastewater pro-
duced by the restrooms and the lunchroom is discharged to a septic tank and
then to a sanitary leach field which are permitted by the Wyoming DEQ.

Nonbyproduct solid waste material produced at Collins Draw is composed of
empty shipping containers for equipment, instruments and other supplies;,

broken and disposable laboratory glass and plastic ware; used rubber tires;

| wastepaper, and plastic and glass bottles; and domestic-type solid waste

| materials. These solid waste materials are disposed of in a solid waste

| disposal landfill also permitted by the Wyoming DEQ. Radioactive and haz-
| ardous wastes are not disposed of in the solid waste landfill .
1

I LIQUID BYPRODUCT MATERIAL GENERATION, TREATMENT and DISPOSAL

Since project inception, Cleveland-Cliffs has sought an environmentally and
radiologically safe, independent, permanent and cmplete byproduct wastewater
disposal alternative that would not create a large surf ace disturbance and
would not require rmoval and transport of large volumes of byproduct materials s

at project te rmina tion .

Evaporation ponds are the cmmon byproduct material accumulation me thod in the
in situ mining industry. Evaporation ponds can be designed and build to meet
existing regulations without further research and development. However,it was
not believed that this was the optimal disposal method for byproduct wastewaters
produced at Collins Draw. Evaporation ponds require large areas of IcVel landI for maximum evaporative surf ace area. The Collins Draw Project is located in
relatively rough topography and, consequently, construction of evaporation
ponds would create significant surface disturbance. Evaporation is minimal
during extended periods of cold weather which are prevalent in central Wyoming;

I '



the ponds are dif ficult to adequately seal to prevent leakage; the ponds
during use and later during final evaporation prior to removal of byproduct
materials would cuit uncontrolled radon gas; and th evaporative residues

7
could be widely distributed by surface winds.

Evaporation ponds are not an independent, permanent and final method of disposal .

I At project termination, the evaporative residues remaining in the ponds would
require renoval and transport to an existing large mill tailings disposal

| site. This would create several additional f actors beyond the control of
Cleveland-Cliffs. Wind-blown soil entering the evaporation ponds would signifi-I cantly increase the quantity of material that would have to be removed. The
volume of byproduct material, the distance and accident potential of wcste
transport and the hazard to personnel are dif ficult to estimate. It is not

I known which mills and tailings ponds would be in operation at the time a
disposal area would be required; if those operations would be licensed to
dispose of the wa stes; if those operations would have the capacity for the in
situ wastes in addition to their own waste production; if they would be willing
to accept the wa stes; and what disposal fees would be charged. Therefore,
evaporation pond byproduct material disposal plans and costs could not be
estimated for a research and development in situ project such as Collins DrawI and cost projections could not be based on research and development projects
for planning of concercial f acilities. Evaporation ponds may be the conmon in
situ industry disposal method for byproduct materials, however, Cleveland-Clif fs
has believed that there are alternatives that should be tested that may create
less environmental and radiological impac t .

,
Therefore, during project design and later operation, Cleveland-Clif fs has

- intensively evaluated alternatives that would reduce byproduct material genera-
t ion; that vauld renove byproduct materials frou the process wastewater with
generation of a solid byproduct material that is safer to handle, control and
dispose of; and that would provide a final treatuent mechanism with permanent,
safe disposal of any unreclaimed hyproduct materials in the waste stream.

Numerous research technologies have been incorporated in the uranium mining,
uranium recovery and groundwater restoration processes to substantially reduce
liquid byproduct material waste generation. A nonchemical mean s of uranium
precipitation in conjunction with collection and recycling of f of gases; a
high pH Icachate system which suppresses the solubilization and mobilization
of calcium, and other byproduct constituents; balanced injection production
well field operation; restoration techniq2es that use the sewage industry'sI wastew. . er trea tment technology of air stripping ammonia; and the use of . cn1
exchange, reverse osmosis, and other water treatuent technologies have greatly
decreased the volume and the concentration of byproduct wastewater produced by -

I the Collins Draw Project. As one of the research objectives, all well field
and plant operations are conducted to conserve wat er and to maximize water
recycling.

As a resilt of the above-described ef forts, since Ma rch 25, 1931 there has

been no wastewater containing byproduct n.aterials produced by the Collins Draw
Pr oje ct. Prior to March 25, the only systems in the solution mining and
process circuits that produced liquid byproduct material were the reverse
osmosis unit which has produced a wastewater reject stream, and certain ion
e xchange resin columns which have produced waste cluant during stripping. The

4
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RO unit was used to tieat natural groundwater for injection as a purified
conditioned water into the A-1 Well Field mine zone prior to solution mining,
the unit was used during restoration testing, and has been used during other
research testing. Ion exchange columns were used to test removal of dissolved
calcium fran the pregnant mining solution, in order that the calcium would not
interfere with the uranium removal ion exchange resins; were used to remove
anmonia from the mining solutions during testing of restoration alternatives;
and were used for other limited testing and research of ion exchange resins.

Other sources of wastewater have been solution spills in the process plant,
plant was hdo wn , boiler blowdowr and laboratory wastewater. Spills, plant
washd o m. boiler blowdown, and lab wa stesater are collected in a sump via
piping, floor drains, and launders. Pr'.or to March 25, 1981, byproduct solu-
tions collected in the sump we re pumped to the byproduct wastewater treatment
system. Since March 25, these solutions collected in the sump have been
classified as recoverable materials and have been returned back into the;

solution and process circuits for uranium recovery.

When wastewater containing byproduct materials has been produced, it is stored
in tanks inside of the plant building, in an open top 8,500 gallon fiberglass
tank outside of the plant h2ilding, or in two rubber storage bladders each
with 25,000 gallons of capacity. Af ter a batch quantity of byproduct wastewater
is obtained, it is circulated through a series of ion exchange resin columns

I to reclaim any unrecovered uranium, and then the water is circr' sted through
an ion exchange resin column to raiove radium. The wastewater can be cycled
through the resin columns more than once as required to remove byproduct
materials f ran the wa ste stream.

The uranium is stripped from the resin, and the cluant solution is pumped into
the process circuit for uranium extraction. To date, the radium removal resinI has not reached saturation (the state of no longer ef ficiently loading radium) ,
however, the resin is approaching saturation. When loaded to capaci*y, the
saturated resin will be removed ar.d disposed of as described in the next sec-
tion and the columns will be loaded with new resin.

The wastewater that has had a significant gaantity of radium and uranium
removed is then discharged to the process wastewater drain field for final
treatment and disposal of any residual byproduct materials.

The research process wastewater drain field was designed to operate much like
a sanitary drain field using natural processes of water purification. To
protect the environment, there would be minimal radon flux; the discharge
would be below root zone and meteoric ulter penetration; wind dispersion of ,

byproduct materials would be avoided; and at Collins Draw, there would be an
hnpermeable siltstone layer between the discharge and the first groundwater
a quif er .

The process wastewater drain field was licensed by the NRC to receive reverse
osmosis byproduct discharge on June 29, 1979 as part of the Source !taterial
License. The license was later anended for the drain fleid to receive all
byproduct wastewater. Prior to operation, the drain field was also licensed
by the Land Q2ality Division and the Water Quality Division of the Wyoming

DEQ.

5
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The attached Figure 1 contains the construction details for the process waste-
water drain field. As shown cn the drawing, the drain field consists of one
discharge unit approximately 100 f eet long and 30 feet vide. The second unit
was excavated and constructed; however, the Wyoming DEQ has limited operation
and access piping to only one unit. Currently, it is not anticipated that the
second unit will be re quired.

During construction, all topsoil was renoved from the drain field area and
stockpiled for later use during reclamation. The subsoil was totally exca-
vated to a depth of five feet below the surface and perforated drainage pipe
was placed in one foot depth of gravel as shown in the drawing. An air vent
was placed in the far end of each drain field unit to aid bacterial action in
:onverting ammonia to nitrogen. The drain field was then covered with four

I feet of subsoil .

The following Table 1 shows the volume and the quality of the wastewater that
has been discharged from the process plant to the research process wastewater
drain field. During the first 9 months of operation approximately 305,500
gallons of wastewater were discharged to the drain field. No byproduct waste-
water has been discharged to the drain field since March 11, 1981. The nonb y-
product wastewater discharges shown in Table 1 have consisted of water of
po table 72 ality that was cuptied free tanks and piping prior to their utiliza-
tion in the process circuit. There has been minimal discharge to the drain
field during the past 6 months; however, ntable groundwater restoration has
not at this time been adequately demonstrated to the regulatory agencies, and
alternative restoration technologies and methods could be tested and used that
produce byproduct was te wa t e r. Also, additional wastewater sill be produced
during decontanination of f acilities and equipment. A maximum of 950,000
gallons of wastewater may be produced by the process plant and discharged to
the drain field in approximately 21/2 years of operation. The average dis-I charge rate would be approximately 1,000 gallons per day or 380,000 gallons
per ye ar.

In the Final Ceretic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling, 1980,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission, NUREG-0/06 (hereaf ter referred to as
FGEIS), the environmental bnpacts that w3uld result from a representative mill
or "model mill" were intensively evaluated. To put the Collins Draw Project
in perspective, the byproduct materials produced at Collins Draw will be
compared with the Fyproduct materials produced by the model mill.

The daily net giantity of wastewater (not including recycled water or tailings)
ge nerated by the model mill and discharged to the tailings pond is 1,400 ST
which is approximately 330 t hnes the average daily discharge to the Collins -

Draw Project procese wastewater drain field. The total wastewater production
by the model mill during the 20-year mill operation will be 8,680,000 ST which
is approximately 2,200 times the maximum volume of the treated wastewater
discharge of the Collins Draw Project during its lifetime. The above discus-

sion does not consider tailings or solid byprcduct materials.

Appendix E-1, FGE IS, contains a method used to calculate seepage dischargeI from an unlined tailings pond. This same method can be used to calculate
seepage f rom the process wa stewa ter d rain field as follows:

Qppt + Q mill (drain field) = Qentt + Qevap+Qscep

6
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J . Vol ume and Water Quality of Die:harge to Process Drain Field
Collina Draw Project

N an Dioel
Di scharge Volume VDS Na Nil As

Callone Liters ag/l ad agfl g

Wyoming DEQ Discharge L.mits 950,000 3,5 95. hD None None None 5.0

USNRC Dimharge 1.imits . None Nane N ne Nne Nne kn<

USTHS-EPA Mas. Per a. Concentration -- 500 200 kne 0. 0 '

Treated syproduct Discharge 6 /19/30 to 3/11/81 305,530 1,1' 31 3,799 246 569 0 . 11

kn-Byproduct Discharge 3/12/81 to 9/25/8; 2,169 8,210 - -- -- -

Estimated Future Disharge 9/26/81 to 12/19/82 642,301 2,431.109 1,000 200 20 0.0

Esti: sated Total Project Discharge 6/19/80 to
12/19/82 950,030 3,595,750 1,893 214 197 0.01
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hone kne kne None kne hae Woe has %ne Mone

0.01 550 pct /1 5 - - - - - - ', --

I0.20 1.96 32.9 4,393 255 658 0.21 0.23 ~ 2.27 3.8410
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-- -- - -- --. - _
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Since precipitation (Qppt) does not infiltrate to the point of drain field
discharge, and wastewater is not entrained in tailings material (Qentr), and
the quantity of water loss by evaporation (Qevap) is unknown, these factors
are considered to be zero (0). It is known some evaporation occurs; however,
for a conservative estimate, evaporation is not considered. The inflow to the
drain field from the process plant equals the seepage discharge.

Qmill = Qseep = 380,000 gal / year = 1438.3 m /yr

Based on data and soil samples from the drilling of monitor wells around theI drain field, it is thought that between the bottom of the drain field (5 feet)
and 43 feet below surf ace, the geological material is an unconsolidated sandy
loan , f rom approximately 48 f eet to 54 feet there is an impermeable siltstone-
shale layer, and fran approximately 54 feet to 88 feet the material is consoli-
dated sandstone. The water table is at approximately 88 feet and the confined
aquifer is approximately 70 feet thick.

Based on caaputer modeling, it was determined that the vegcity of the seepage
water beneath the drain field would be approximately 9x10 cm/s or 2.8 m/yr.
This rate is approximately the sane as the velocity in Appendix 3-2, FGEIS,
for the seepage from the model mill tailings pond. Assuming 83 feet (25. 3 m)
from the bottom of the drain field to the water table, it would take approxi-
mately 9 years for the discharge water to seep to the water table. It should
be noted, that in canparison to the model mill tailings pond, the drain field
will only have an intermittent head on the discharge for 2.5 years until the
di scharge is terminated. Since there is an impermeable siltstone-shale laye r
at approximately 48 feet to 54 feet beneath the drain field, then there could
be lateral movesent of seepage water, and it would take considerably longer
time for the scepage water to penetrate to the water table. Any scepage that
does reach the siltstone-shale laye r, is expected to be of acceptabic water
quality due to the quality of the discharge and the purification properties of
the subsoil beneath the drain field.

Table 1, also characterizes the water etality of the discharge from the process
plant to the drain field, and subsequently, fran the drain field distribution
pipes to the subsoil . The discharge fran the drain field has not execded the

I Wyoming DEQ licensed discharge limitations. An anomalous arsenic analysis of
0.48 mg/l for one of the couposite discharge sample s wa s rece iv ed , bu t though t
to be in error. Discounting this assay, the range of arsenic concentrations
in the 18 biweekly cunposite drain field discharge saaples is 0.001 mg/l to
0.12 mg/l with a mean of 0.04 mg/1. The 0.04 mg/l arsenic is thought to be a
more valid indication of the average arsenic concentration in the discharge,
and this concentration is below the USPilS-USEPA maxi. mum pe rmissible concentra- _

tion in d rinking wa ter.

Fo r cmparison, the tailings pond seepage of the model mill (FGEIS) would
contain approximately 30 times the concentration of TDS, 4 times the concentra-
tion of sodium, 4 times the concentra . ion of annonia and ammonium, 3 to 8
times the concentration of arsenic, 160 times the concentration of selenium,
and 18 times the concentration of radium in the scepage that is estimated to

I be released by the drain field. pe total estimated quantity of radium to
scep fran the drain field is 8x10 pCf . The total quantity of radium estimated
to seep fran the tailings pond can be calculated as follows:

5 3 3 3(2.2x10 m /yr) (20 yr) (10 1/m )(400 pCi/1) =

1.76x10 pCi = 1.76 Curies of radium
7



This quaatity of radium is approximately 22,000 times the maximum quantity of
radium in wastewater released by the Collins Draw Project drain field. The
conparison does not consider the quantity of radium retained in the entrained
liquids and in the solids in the tailings pond.

There are several natural processes of water treatment and purification and

I these processes are being used as a final treatment technique for the process
wastewater released by the drain field. Bacteria are capable of breaking down
ammonia to nitrogen gas. By ion exchange, clay particles in the soil can
absorb undesirable radioactive or toxic tons, such as radium, arsenic and
u ranitrn, in the seepage water and, in exchange, release nontoxic nonradioactive
ions such as potassium, sodium, e tc. , which will be either reabsorbed or
precipitated. The process drain field utilizes this natural ion exchange
wa ter treatment process for final treatment and purdication of wastewater
produced by the project. These natural water treatment and perification
processes are also discussed in Appendix E-3, FGEIS.

As discussed in Appendix E-3, FGEIS, the distance that the radium discharged by
the drain field is expected to travel is 0.39 me ters and thorium, which has
not been analyzed in the discharge, should be fixed within a few centimeters
of the drain field bottom. Arsenic is expected to be renoved from the water
in 0.17 meters. It is expected that at least 95% of the uranium in the dis-
charge muld be adsorbed onto the soils beneath the drain field. Due to the
low concentration of selenium in the discharge, the prevalence of natural
selenium in the topsoil and the subsoil at Collins Draw, and the impe rmeable
layer of siltstone thought to be betwe - the drain field discharge and the

I wa ter table , this element is not expecte to contaminate or impact the ground-
water.

The low volume of wastewater seepage from the drain field purified by theI natural water treatment processes should not impac t the water quality of any
groundwa ter aqu ifers.

As stated above, the radium should be adsorbed within the first 0.39 meters of
subsoil beneath the drain field. The radium would be the most concentrated in
the first 0.1 meters of soil . If all of the radium were adsorbed within the
0.2 meters, the concentration of radium in the soil can be calculated as
follows:

8x10 pCi =

3 6 3 3(0.2m depth)(9.1 m width)(30.5 m length)(1.6 g/cm )(10 cm /m )
0.90 pCi/g of soil .

It is difficult to accurately calculate the r4ba emanating from the li fe t ime
drain field discharge. Assuming that the 0.97 pCi/g radium distribut ion is
homogenous , and that instead of a covered drain field assuming a tailings pond
open to the a tmosphere and the tailings pond was of infinite thickness (greater
than 3-4 meters in depth), the radon flux could be calculated as folicws:

J, = ( Ra) cp ( AD/P) x 10" = 0.93 pCi/m -S
2However, the radon flux would be much less than 0.93pCi/m -S because the

radium in the drain field is only 0.1 meter in depth and not of infinite
thickness and the drain field is covered by an additional 1.2 meters of soil.

8
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Per Table 0.2, Appendix 0, FGEIS, the average background radium concentration
in soils from uranium milling areas in Wyoning is 1.0 pCi/g. This is more
than the concentration estimated for the soils beneath the drain field. The
drain field should not endanger the health and safety of the public or the
e nvironne nt.

I Af ter groundwa ter restoration of the mine zone is completed, the f acilities
and equipment will be decontaminated for unrestricted use, and the project
area, except for possibly the process plant, will be reclaimed. During recla-
mation the area will be recontoured at which time additional soil will be
placed over the drain field. Af ter recontouring, the stockpiled topsoil will
be redistributed over the disturbed areas, and then the site, including the
drain field area will be revegetated by seeding with grass. Af ter grass has

I been established, the project area will be reopened for livestock grazing land
use by the rancher-owner.

I Cleveland-Clif fs has recently applied to the Wyoming DEQ f or an NPDES surf ace
wastewater discharge permit, and has applied to the NRC for an amendment to
the Source Material License to authorize surf ace water discarge.

As a restoration alternative, Cleveland-Cliffs seeks to remove approximately
20,000,000 gallons of water from the mine zone in an attempt to further improve
the groundwater quality. This alternative will contribute to a timely, orderly,
and economic tennination of all research activities.

The water would be pumped from the mine zone at approximately 100 gallons per
minute, circuited through the uranium recovery plant to renove uraniam, r adium
and other constituents to be in com, . iance with NPD_, discharge limitations,
and then the wa ter would be dischargti on the surface. A uischarge of 20,000,000
gallons, at the rate of 100 galloas per minute, would require appro>imately
140 days of continuous discharge or nearly 5 months.

It is not anticipated that the current restoration research would be completed
and the surf ace discharge would begin before November 1, 1931. There is a

possibility that the water discharge would r. st begin unt il the spring of 1982.
However, Cleveland-Clif fs requests the flexibility to discharge as soon as
authorization is obtained. All discharge should be completed during 1982,
with a discharge volume of approvimately 20,000,000 gallons.

Per NPDES discharge limitations, the radium concentration is limited to 3 pC1/1
dissolved radium and 10 pCi/1 total radium, and the uranium concentration is
limited to 2 mg/l in the discharge. At these conceytrations, the 20,000,000-
gallon discharge would release a maximum of 75.7x10 pCi of radium and 151.4 ,

kilograms of uranium. The attached Figure 2 shows the location of the proposed
su rf ace discharge point. The discharge will flow approximately 250 feet
(76 beters) westerly in an unnamed dry guich before reaching the ephemeral
Collins Draw stream channel, which is a tributary of the ephemeral Cottonwood
Creek, which is a tributary of the Dry Fork of the Powder River.

The discharge is expected to dissipate into the soils of the Collins Draw and
Cottonwood Creek stream beds before reaching the Dry Fork of the Powder River.
The strean beds are wide and flat and heavily vegetat ed with native graunca.
The water should spread out to cover a wide area and the grasses should prevent
channeliza tion and crosion. The discharge is expected to cover in excess of
100 surface acres.
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As suming even distribu tion of the maximum allowabic quantity of radiuin in the
diccharge dissipating into 100 acres of soil, and the radium traveling only
1 centimeter deep, the radium concentrations in the soil can be esiculated as
follows:

6
757x10 pCi

2 4 2 * 3(100 acres)(4047 m / acre)(1 cu, depth)10 cm /m')(1.6g/cm )
= 0.117 pC1/g.

If the radium was only dissipatcd over 20 acres the radium concentration in
the soil would be five times as concentrated or 0.585 pCi/g.

The surf ace discharge should not create adverse environmer.tal impact. The
surf ace water discharge with trace quantities of ammonia will irrigate and
f e rtilize the strean beds and should substantially increase vegetation produc-
tion for the rancher-landowner, and, therefore, be a beneficial impact.

Baseline surf ace topsoil sanples have been taken at six locations in the
Collins Draw strean bed near the proposed surface discharge point, as shown on
Figure 2. These sanples have been analyzed for uranium, radium and thorium
and the results of these analyses are attached as Table 2. After termination
of surf ace discharge, postdischarge topsoil samples will be collected in
approximately the same six locations, unless the discharge has not flowed over
or seeped into these locations and then substitute locations will be used.
The postdischarge samples will also be ar alyzed for uraniten, radium and thoritrn. 5

If the postdischarge sanples indicate uranium contamination of 20 mg per
kilogram of soil in excess of baseline, radium contamination of 5 pCi per gram
of soil in excess of baseline or thorium contamination in excess or 5 pCi per

I gram of soil in excess of baseline, the contaminated areas will be mapped, and
conmunications will be conducted with the NRC and the Wyoming DEQ to establish
procedures to mitigate the impac t .

I
SOLID BYPRODUCT MATERIAL GENERATION and DISPOSAL

Solid byproduct materials generated by the Collins Draw Project include used
ion exchange resin; spent filter media; wa rn-out gloves, cove ralls , e tc. , f r orn

yellow cake drying and packaging; salt precipitates in equipment and storage
vessels; and process systems and equipment that cannot be decontaminated or
trans ferred to another licensed * f acility .

Sources of byproduct ion exchange resins are the uranium renoval IX columns, '

I the byproduct wastewater trea tment ion exchange colunns, resins used during
testing for calcium and annonia, and other processing and research that have
used ion exchange resins during the project. Spent f ilter media is generated

during the filtration of mining, uranium recevery, and restoration liquids to
remove suspended solids. Gloves, coveralls, etc., frcxn the operation of the
yellow cake dryer and the drumming of yellow cake product are also considered
byproduct materials.

Du ring decontanination of the f acilities and equ ipment for termination of the
Source Material License, additional byproduct materials will be generated.
Calcium and other salts that have precipitat ed in the equipment and storage

10
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I
tanks will be renoved as solids where possible. Remaining resiJuct will be
washed out and pumped to byproduct wastewater treatment and disposal as dis-
cus sed above. Used plant f acilities and equipnent will be decontaminated per
Annex C (NRC, November 1976) and released for unrestricted use. Process
systens and equipment that cannot be adequately decontaminated will be trans-
ferred to another licensed facility or will be classified as salid byproduct
ma te rial .

Th e two rubber storade bladders will be enptied and disposed of with the solid
byproduct material.

All byproduct solid wa ste mate-ial generated by the Collins Draw Project
except for oversize contas , - process systems and equipment and the rubber
bladders will be placed in . _ype-17H s teel drums wi th lids. It is currently
estimated that there will e 30 drums of byproduct ion exchange resin, 20
d rums of byproduct filter ';dia and waste clothing, 20 drums of salt precipi-
tate byproduct material, and less than 10 drums of other solid byproduct
materials generated during prcject deconmissioning.

All offsite shipments of solid byproduct materials will be conducted in ex-
clusive use vehicles per DOT and NRC regulations.

Cleveland-Cliffs will attempt to contract with an owner of an existing large

I mill tailings disposal site to accept and dispose of the solid byproduct
material. The NRC and Cleveland-Clif fs cannot legally require the owner of
such a site to accept wastes f ron the Collins Draw Froject, or to Ibnit disposal
fees to a reasonabic and equitable amount.

If af ter a cosprehenaive and sincere ef fort, a disposal agreenent cannot be
achieved, this ef fort will be demonstrated to the NRC and a fina' on-siteI dispo sal plan that will ensure the health and safety of the publ * c and the
enviro nment will be submitted to the NRC.

~1

COMPLIANCE with APPENDIX A to PART 40

I Appendix A to 10 CFR 40, " establishes technicst, financial, ownership, and
lo ng-t e rm site su rveillance criteria relating to the siting, operation, decon-
tamination, decommissioning and reclamation of mills and tailings or waste
systems and sites at which such mills and systems are located."

Criterion 2 states:

I To avoid proliferation of small waste disposal sites and thereby reduce
perpetual surveillance obligations, byproduct material f rau in situ
ext raction operations, such as residues fron solution evaporation or
contaminated control processes, and wastes f rom small remote above ground
ext raction operations shall be disposed of at existing large mill tailings
disposal sites; unless, considering the nature of the wastes, such as
their volume and specific activity, and the costs and environmental
impacts of transporting the wastes to a large disposal site, such offsite
di s po sal is demonstrated to be Lmpracticable or the advantages of onsite
burial clearly outweigh the benefits of reducing the perpetual surveil-
lance obliga tions.

11
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Attespts will be made to dispose of all solid byproduct materials generated by
the Collins Project at an existing large mill tailings disposal site in com-
pliance with Criterion 2.

Trace giantities of byproduct material that are dissolved in wastewater discharged
to the process drain field and discharged on the surf ace will not contaminate
the groundwater or potential sources of drink.ing wa ter. Residues from theI process drain field discharge and the proposed surface discharge W1 be of
such low quantity and low specific activity that the recovery and oftsite
disposal of these residues would be imp rac t ic al . It would be very difficult
to trace and define the extent of dif fusion of the radioactive residues due to
their low volume and specific activity. The radium concentrations in the
soils and the radon emanations froa the soils receiving the discharges should
approximate and not be discernable from background or baseline levels.

As contained in the Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium
Milling, a representat ive conventional uraniua mill, the "model mill," would
produce 2,000 ST per day dry tailings and 1,400 ST per day net wastewa ter,
which is a 20-year project total of 21,080,000 ST of waste. The Collins Draw
Froject could discharge 3,964 ST of wastewater to the drain field and 83,453
ST of wastewater on the surface for a project total of 87,417 ST. The surface

discharge, which is approximately 98% of the Cpilins Draw Project total discharge,
would meet state and EPA-NPDES water quality criteria.

As previously calculated and discussed, the liquid fraction of the tailings
produced by the model mill during the lifetime mill operation would contain

3
approximately 2 Curies of radium. The solid tailingg would contain 2.59 x 10
Curies of raditru. Therefore, approximately 2. 6 x 10 Curies of radium would
be generated by the model raill and disposed of in the tailings pond during the
project. It has been previously estimated that the dyin field discharge and
surf ace discharge would release a maximum of 8.4 x 10 Curies of radium
during the lifetime of the Collins Draw Project. In comparison, a representa-
tive conventional mill would generate and dispose of approxinately 3,100,000
times more radium in the mill tailings pond than would be contained in the
process drain field discharge and the surf ace discharge from the Collins Draw
Project.

Byproduct material accounting and inventory at the model mil 1 would have to be
maintained in excess of 99.9999% accuracy to discern the maxinum total quantity
of radium discharged at Collins Draw. This is similar to comparing 1 minute
to 5.9 years or 1 inch to 49 miles .

Similar canparisons with similar ratios could be made for other radioactive
and hazardous constituents in the byproduct materials generated by the mod il
mill and by the Collins Draw Project.

The comparisons very definitely demonstrate the low volume and the very loa
specific activity of the wa stewater discharged by the drain field and the
wastewater proposed to be discharged on the surface. As demonstrated by
conparison to the model mill, the low vol ume and the very low specific activity
should not require the removal and disposal of the discharge res idt.es at an
existing large mill tailings disposal site and should negate any perpetual
surveillance obligations.

TEL: ag /a1m/ceg
10/02/81
S 6/RFr I LI/U
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TABLE 2

Y

c i o- WAMC0 | LAB
k i P O. BOX 3632 . CASPER, \WOMING 82602

ANALYSIS REPORT

MPANY: cleveland-cliffs DATE: August 28, 1981

'

(MCONO. SAMPLE DESCRIPTION Radium Thorium U.,0 o
- - - ___

2689 Topsoil 226 230

g pCi/g pCi/g ppe:

|

| 1 #1 2.310.7 3.110.8 8.0

2 #2 1.510.6 2.210.7 7.3
__

| 3 #3 1.820.6 1.910.6 4.5

4 #4 2.320.7 1.820.6 4.0

E 5 #5 2.110.7 2.820.8 5.0

6 #6 1.410.6 1.820.6 10.8
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